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EDITORIAL

The Proceedings of the Institute of Phonetic Sciences (Instituut voor Fonetische Wetenschappen Amsterdam, shortly IFA) is a periodical, world-wide distributed, publication, intended to provide up-to-date information on current research projects of the institute. IFA belongs to the Faculty of Humanities of the University of Amsterdam. All IFA research takes place within the context of the university’s Amsterdam Center for Language and Communication.

IFA Proceedings 25 presents, apart from ten full papers (Apoussidou-Boersma, Boersma, Van Dijk, Jongmans, Kovačić-Boersma-Domitrović, Odé, Rechziegel, Van Son-Pols, Van der Stelt-Pols-Wempe, Wempe-Boersma), three papers based on Master’s theses finished in 2002 (Hulk-Odé-Woidich, Meezen-Van der Stelt, Scheltinga-Van der Leij-Van Beinum), one paper based upon ongoing Master’s research (Van Beinum-Doppen), one paper based upon a chapter of a forthcoming Ph.D. thesis of a staff member (Weenink) and a summary of a recently defended Ph.D thesis of a post-graduate student (Streefkerk). In 2003 one other Master’s thesis (Hillen) was completed. It is included in the list of publications.

For your information a list of personnel of the Institute of Phonetic Sciences is included, as well as a list of publications 2001, 2002 and 2003.

As for all IFA Proceedings since the eighties, Louis Pols carefully read all manuscripts, frequently more than once. His critical eye focused on global aspects as well as on details. Ellen Berkman performed a final check on each paper as far as style, format and spelling are concerned. Dirk Jaasma took care of the in-house printing, binding and distribution.

The contents of IFA Proceedings 25 can also be found on IFA’s website. The website also supplies other information. Including that about the computer programme Praat, a research, publication and productivity tool for phoneticians.

All correspondence, including requests to be put on a mailing list to receive the IFA Proceedings, can be directed to:

Institute of Phonetic Sciences
Faculty of Humanities
University of Amsterdam
Herengracht 338
1016 CG Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Phone: +31 20 5252183
Fax: +31 20 5252197
E-mail: E.H.Berkman@uva.nl
URL: http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl
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